
Emojinspiration!
These days, I find myself hard-pressed to write a social media post or text
message that does not have an emoji or two in it to help fully express my
message. Memes and jokes are built around our “most used” emojis, and many
emojis are given special meanings not always obvious to a casual user. All of this
is to say, emojis are more than cute images thrown around the internet, I believe
they can inspire story. I have created a brand new writing prompt tool using

emojis as our building blocks.

What You Need:

Pages 2-7 printed (not back to back)
A pair of scissors
3 Snack size Ziploc bags
1 Quart size Ziploc bags
A marker to write on the bags

Set Up:

1. Label the three Snack size Ziploc bags “Emotions,” “Objects” and “Settings” while you print
your pages.

2. Label the Quart size bag “Emojinspiration Writing Prompt Tool.”
3. Use the scissor to cut each “Emotions” emoji into a separate square of paper and put them in the

EMOTIONS bag.
4. Repeat the process for the “Objects” pages and Ziploc bag, and then again for the “Settings”

pages and Ziploc bag.
5. Place all three Snack size Ziploc bags inside the Quart size bag.

Game 1: The Classic
The simplest way to use this tool to inspire story is to shake up each of your bags, select one square from the
EMOTIONS bag, one square from the OBJECTS bag, and one square from the SETTINGS bag. Write a story
with a character experiencing the selected emotion, in the setting selected, all because of the object selected.

Game 2: The Character Shift
A slight alteration to the original can help us practice getting our characters to change within story. This time
shake up each of your bags, select TWO SQUARES from the EMOTIONS bag, one square from the OBJECTS
bag, and one square from the SETTINGS bag. Write a story with a character changing from the first emotion to
the second, in the setting selected, all because of the object selected.

Game 3: The Grid of Inspiration
This game is inspired by RORY'S STORY CUBES, but, in this version, requires you to get a bit messy. Toss all of
the squares on a flat surface, preferably picture side down. Mix them up and then select NINE random squares and
arrange them in a 3 by 3 grid. Write a story which includes all nine pictures in some way.












